Control microorganism contamination and understand the implications on batch certification/release

The presentation will shed light on the current industrial issues as the objectionable microorganism definition and the regulation requirements on objectionable microorganism contamination control. Also, will identify the common microorganisms found in the cleanrooms and the pharmaceutical grade water systems that would potentially be in contact with the production batches. In addition, the presentation will focus on the ways to proactively limit bacterial and mold spore contamination from incoming items into cleanrooms, limit other sources of contamination and implement an effective cleaning and disinfection program. Moreover, through case studies, the implication of objectionable microorganism contamination on batch certification and release will be understood. Finally, why “211.113-Control of microbiological contamination” was at the top of the most observed FDA deficiencies during FY14 will be shared. The attendees will understand how to pro-actively avoid microorganism contamination in manufacturing systems and the implications of microorganism contamination on batch certification and release.
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